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In this interview, Jonas Kažemėkaitis, born in 1927 in the countryside of Šigaliai, talks about his 
experiences living in Plaučiškiai and Šauliai as a young man during World War II. He 
particularly focuses on some of the propaganda about Jews he came across (including that sent 
out by the Lithuanian Activist Front) and about the evacuation and mass shooting of local Jews 
by the “White Stripers” (baltaraisciai). He goes on to talk about the selling of Jewish belongings 
and about his local church’s stance on the ongoing events (mainly, they supported the killings). 
He also gives a particularly emotional account of seeing his Jewish friends being taken away, 
and says that it is something he will never forget.  
 
 
[01:] 00:37:18 – [01:] 08:18:21 
 
He introduces himself as born in 1927 in the Šigaliai countryside; remembers working as a 
trench-digger for bunkers in Plaučiškiai until the beginning of the war; recalls having the 
opportunity to take Russian language classes and becoming fluent; remembers the start of the 
war—he looked out of a window and saw a plane fall from the sky a kilometer away; remembers 
hearing over the radio that there would be problems with the Jews and that there was one Jew 
who was not loyal to the state and had already been shot; remembers that in the next few days, 
German soldiers marched through the town with tanks, bikes, cars, etc.; tells how the soldiers 
entered Jewish stores and demanded that the doors be kept open and that anyone be able to take 
anything they wanted.  
 
[01:] 08:18:22 – [01:] 18:08:02 
 
He says that there were only about 16 Jews in Plaučiškiai itself; names some of them: Kaplans, 
Meijeris, Motkis; explains that some Jews would send their children to Jewish schools in 
Kaunas; explains that in June after the start of the war, all of the Jewish males over the age of 15 
were taken by the “White Stripers”; explains that everything was run by the “White Stripers” and 
that there were never any German soldiers that stayed in the region; names some of the “White 
Stripers”: Karmonavičius, Dizbalis, Kirvelis, Gudaitis, Irvelis, Lauza; emotionally 
remembers his Jewish classmate friends being taken away; explains that his teacher was liberal-
minded, as were his parents, so he had Jewish friends and they were allowed to go to school with 
everyone else, but overall Jews were often harrassed; remembers priests—Grybis and 
Kriščiūnas—said that Jews killed Jesus Christ and that the killing of a Jew or Bolshevik would 
be pardoned; names Južkakuostą, Dizbalis, Armanavičius, Gudaitis, and Kirvelis as those 
who participated in the execution of the Jews; explains that they said they were taking the Jews 
to work, and only after a couple of weeks did anyone find out that the Jews had been shot; 
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mentions that he wrote articles for a local newspaper and was interested in archiving, so he has 
reports of some of the killings of Jews; says that there was a shooting of 900 Jews in Šakiuos and 
another of 700 Jews in Naumiestis. 
 
[01:] 18:08:03 – [01:] 27:45:09 
 
He explains that the “White Stripers” later sold Jewish belongings; mentions that the leader of 
the local “White Stripers” was a governmental chief worker, Kretorius; says that a lot of people 
purchased the goods; elaborates that furniture, clothing, etc., was sold; says that the “White 
Stripers” wore white bands on their sleeves and swastikas when they took the Jews away; says 
that he does not remember any German personnel being sent in for oversight at any time during 
the war; says that no Jews survived in Plaučiškiai; clarifies that one Jew, Gersmonas, ran away 
twice and was, in fact, able to save himself; talks about what happened to the “White Stripers” 
later: says that Gudaitis, Česnavičius, and Armonavičius were put in prison. 
 
[01:] 27:45:10 – [01:] 35:25:07 
 
He says that anti-Jewish propaganda was mostly issued from a committee for Lithuanian 
liberation (the Lithuanian Activist Front) situated in Berlin which was led by Ambrazavičius 
[Ambarazavičius]; talks about the proclamations, which mainly said that the “hour for 
recompense” was nearing, that Russian soldiers would not be able to escape, and that they did 
not fear those who were loyal to the Soviet government—i.e., Jews—and that those people could 
be killed; adds that these proclamations could be found all over town and that pamphlets were 
even thrown in the streets; elaborates that there were two local “White Striper” groups—one in 
Šauliai and another called the Iron Wolf Association; tells a story about how there were trenches 
being dug for a new train station, but people were told that the trenches were dug by Jews who 
were planning on shooting Lithuanians into them. 
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